FIND THE LITERARY TITLES

ARTHUR I. SCHULMAN
Charlottesville, Virginia

Find the literary titles that can be made using all of the consonants in the given phrases, each consonant being used at least once. Vowels should be added as needed; Y counts as a vowel. The number of words in the sought-after titles is given parenthetically. For example, RANK (2) leads to ANNA KARENINA, and SCHULMAN'S FAULT (5) to THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS.

1. MURDERER'S HAPPENSTANCE (3)
2. GHOST STORY (2)
3. HALF-TRUTHS (7)
4. POPULAR FREE-FOR-ALL (2)
5. NO, I MAY PUKE (2)
6. TREACHEROUSLY (3)
7. ENCHANTER (5)
8. CONJURED UP (3)
9. FRIGHTEN (1)
10. UNFAMILIAR (2)
11. PERFECTION (3)
12. THE ICEMAN COMETH (3)
13. SOMETHING DIRE (4)
14. UNREMEMBERFUL (4)
15. ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL (5)
16. WITCHES' BREW (2)
17. WAY OFF-KEY SINGING (2)
18. STANDARD OIL (2)
19. BRILLIANT SELECTIONS (2)
20. THERE'S A FEARED SNAKE THERE (3)
21. NOT TO BE WILLOW OR OAK, I SUGGEST (5)
22. ODD CHAPTERS (3)
23. DUTCH TREAT (3)
24. ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILE (3)
25. I LIKE REGAN (2)
26. A HEALTHY MALE, THEY TELL ME (1)
27. BEGIN THE COMEDY (4)
28. LOMAN'S OUT OF HIS MIND (4)
29. NO GREAT COMEDY (3)
30. FINNEGAN'S FATHER'S POEM (8)
31. VAGUELY FREE VERSE (3)
32. NOBLE PRODUCT (2)
33. THE WORST WRITING (3)